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Our out-of-the-box methods whip up tailor-
made solutions for our clients' trickiest

challenges, whether they're around the corner
or across the globe in the digital realm.



By channeling our inner mind-readers daily, we
predict our clients' desires, serve up their
essentials, and craft friendships for the ages. 

Our mission? To be their ultimate wingmate in
reaching for the stars!

When selecting a jurisdiction, it is vital to
ascertain alignment with the values, traditions,
and culture of the chosen location.

Ukraine
Switzerland
Austria
United Kingdom

The hidden formulas behind our top
clients' triumphs



Exploring loyalty and responsibility
across varying jurisdictions.

Delving into currency regulations and the
careful execution of international export
agreements.

Tax rules should be considered when
concluding contracts.

Taxation 



The most frequently asked questions in my practice by foreign
investors regarding Ukraine are: - "Is it possible to resist raiders?"

Keeping it real in the business game, thinking
outside the box, cooking up fresh legal moves,
and having a squad of top-notch legal eagles
are the secret recipe for staying safe and
sound.

Right from the start, it's essential to thoroughly plan documents and keep
costs within reasonable limits while strictly adhering to legal requirements.



Tokens, Diamonds, and Charitable
Foundations. 

We are trusted.

An example of sprinkling some legal magic on
Clients to sail smoothly into the global digital
wave is AgroGloryTime. They boldly dove
into the digital pool, transforming assets and
even minting their very own token (AGTI) on a
worldwide crypto stage!

 Jewellery House “Zarina” (Ukraine) 

 Jewellery House “Natkina” (Switzerland) 

CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
     "LIFTING UKRANIAN LIVES" (USA & Ukraine) 

Rotary Club "Kyiv-Capital" (Ukraine, EU) 



We wish you success!
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